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ABSTRACT

The central dose register for the nuclear industry
in Sweden has been in operation since 1974. The
system contains today about 18 000 persons in
the register.

The dose information is stored on discs on a CDC
Cyber 172 computer and all information to and from
the system is handled by terminals at the differ-
ent nuclear sites. The terminals are connected to
the computer by normal telephone lines.

Most doses are recorded on TLD. The data from the
TLD readers is automatically transferred to the
computer via punched tape and the local computer
terminal. The dose results are stored under the
person's unique social security number. It is also
possible to use social security number systems of
other countries.

The dose register system also supervises the con-
dition of the readers and their calibration by
circulation dosimeters which have been given a
reference dose.

The information from the system can be obtained on
many different types of lists, for example, annual,
quarterly, monthly, departementally, personal
history, job number. ••• t
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1. INTRODUCTION

The central dose register for the nuclear indus-

try in Sweden has been in operation since 1974.

Before 1974 the register contained only Studsvik

personnel. The system has today about 14 000 per-

sons in the register.

The doses for all personnel working in the Swedish

nuclear power stations and at other nuclear facili-

ties are recorded in this central dose register.

This also means that doses for persons moving

from one site to another are automatically accumu-

lated.

The Studsvik Dose Registration System
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2. DATA HANDLING

The individual dose information is stored in the

central computer a CDC Cyber 172, at Studsvik.

All information to and from the system is hand-

led via terminals at the different nuclear sites.

The terminals are connected to the computer via

ordinary telephone lines.
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3. DOSIMETRY SYSTEM

Most of the doses handled by the system are per-

sonnel whole-body gamma doses, which are recorded

on TLD. Automatic TLD readers of the Studsvik

type are used and the punched tape from the rea-

der feeds the data into the dose register via

the terminal.

The TL dosimeter includes 4 different pellets;

3 of these are read for 6, y and neutron doses.

The fourth pellets is left for later evaluation

in case any problem should arise with the reader

or the result should be questioned. The dosimeter

is not used as a spectrometer, but the depth dose

and surface dose are separated. For special in-

vestigations it is possible to use pellets with

an energy-dependent composition.

Hand and finger doses are also recorded on TLD

and read by the automatic TLD reader. If separate

small pellets are used for finger-tip or ring-

dosimeters they are placed on a dosimeter slide

and read in the automatic reader. In this case

the stack of dosimeters with the numbers is used

as a sample changer fo the pellets.

Internal doses, as recorded by a whole body moni-

tor or from urine analyses, are also handled by

the dose register.
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4. PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION

In the dose register the dose information is stored

under the person's unique socila security number.

The system has a special register for translating

the dosimeter number to the social security num-

ber. For personnel from other countries their

social security number can be used together with

the identification of the country. This identi-

fication is taken from the ISO two-letter code

for the country.
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5. CONTROL OF THE CALIBRATION OF THE TLD-

SYSTEN

A special routine is used for supervising the

status of the TLD-systems. Each month an irradia-

ted series is produced at Studsvik for each TLD-

reader. The given doses range from 0.25 mSv

(25 mrem) to 100 mSv (100 000 mrem).

In all cases when personnel doses are read, cali-

bration dosimeters are also read. The results from

the calibration dosimeters are also handled by

the computer. The computer compares the TLD rea-

ding with the nominal value and calculates a

calibration factor. This calibration factor is

then compared with the previous factor. If the

new factor deviates by more than 10 % a signal

is given to the operator and the automatic re-

gistration of doses is stopped and further in-

vestigations are made. If not, the new calibra-

tion factor is used to calculate the doses.

This, calibration control is a necessary safety

procecure as recorded doses are registered with-

out any manual handling.

When personnel dosimeters are read between the

monthly calibration series one dosimeter is irra-

diated in a reference dose irradiator. The result

from this reference dose dosimeter is also handled

by the computer in the same way as the calibration

dosimeters. The dose in the reference dose irra-

diator is about 3 mSv.
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6. AREA MONITORS

Area dosiaeters inside and around the site are

handled by the systea as well.

These dosiaeters are also used to evaluate the

normal background which is automatically sub-

tracted fro» the measured personnel doses.

I
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7. OUTPUT FROM THE SYSTEM

The dose register is organized to yield a whole

range of lists, statisticr etc. and can of course

be modified to satisfy special needs. The fol-

lowing compilations are standard items.

c.

d.

Personal records which show the doses
for months, quarter of the year, year
and life for body gamma, beta and neu-
tron doses, hand doses and internal doses.
There is also a column which indicates
when certain limits have been exceeded.

Monthly lists with all the doses for a
given unit (department, section...).

T.ist of doses received for a certain job.

List of dosed received by contractor per-
sonnel.

Summary of doses for the year.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The central dose register, operated by decentra-

lized terminals and used together with decentra-

lized TLD readers, has many advantages:

b.

c.

e.

f.

The register is up-dated continouosly and
swiftly.

Data from the register can be obtained
within seconds.

Hot jobs can be supervised easily and
without the time delay caused by the
need for dose communications.

It is very easy to handle individual re-
cords for a large number of maintenance
personnel moving from site to site. No
radiological pass is needed.

The system produces dose statistics which
show the radiation protection standard and
the dose growth of the site.

It is possible to use the" system interna-
tionally. The use of an international
dose register will make the exchange of
personnel dose information between coun-
tries easier and safer.
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